Detectives Seeking Suspect In Felony Hit And Run

King County: At approximately 11:11 am on August 9, 2020, Washington State Patrol (WSP) received a 9-1-1 call advising of a serious motorcycle collision on SR 900 just east of 129th St in Seattle.

Once troopers arrived at the scene a witness advised that there was a tan or brown late 90’s to early 2000’s Chevrolet Tahoe involved. The motorcycle was traveling EB in lane 2 of 2 and the Tahoe was traveling EB in lane 1 of 2 just a few feet ahead. The Tahoe proceeded to make a U-turn to head WB SR 900 right in front of the motorcycle causing the motorcycle to strike the driver’s door. The rider was ejected off of his motorcycle and suffered a broken leg.

The Tahoe then fled the scene and the photo below was taken by a witness as it fled the scene.

WSP detectives are asking anyone with information on this suspect vehicle or driver to contact Detective Brody Ford by email at Brody.Ford@wsp.wa.gov.
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